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4seasons/46episodes/2019 - 2023 
NetworkDC Universe

The series has ended
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Runtime:51 min2019 -    2023 (Ended)
Genres:Superheroes
Network:DC Universe
Doom Patrol is an American superheroes series which aired on DC Universe. The series premiered on Februari 15, 2019.
 
 A re-imagining of one of DC's most beloved group of outcast Super Heroes: Robotman, Negative Man, Elasti-Girl and Crazy Jane, led by modern-day mad scientist Dr. Niles Caulder (The Chief). The Doom Patrol's members each suffered horrible accidents that gave them superhuman abilities - but also left them scarred and disfigured. Traumatized and downtrodden, the team found purpose through The Chief, who brought them together to investigate the weirdest phenomena in existence - and to protect Earth from what they find. Part support group, part Super Hero team, the Doom Patrol is a band of super-powered freaks who fight for a world that wants nothing to do with them. Picking up after the events of Titans, Doom Patrol will find these reluctant heroes in a place they never expected to be, called to action by none other than Cyborg, who comes to them with a mission hard to refuse, but with a warning that is hard to ignore: their lives will never, ever be the same.
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Actors
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Crazy Jane
Diane Guerrero


[image: Cliff Steele / Robotman (voice)]33 votes

Cliff Steele / Robotman (voice)
Brendan Fraser


[image: Rita Farr / Elasti-Woman]12 votes

Rita Farr / Elasti-Woman
April Bowlby


[image: Larry Trainor / Negative Man (voice)]7 votes

Larry Trainor / Negative Man (voice)
Matt Bomer


[image: Victor Stone / Cyborg]2 votes

Victor Stone / Cyborg
Joivan Wade


[image: Dr. Niles Caulder / The Chief]2 votes

Dr. Niles Caulder / The Chief
Timothy Dalton
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Doom Patrol.
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News (13)
[image: Series of the Year 2023 - Best Superhero Series]
Series of the Year 2023 - Best Superhero Series

This column supports the Series of the Year election 2023 and focuses on the best superhero series of the year. You can vote for your favorite series in this genre and others, between Monday, January 2, and Sunday 4 February.

29 Dec 2023

[image: Start date, trailer and photos for final episodes of Doom Patrol]
Start date, trailer and photos for final episodes of Doom Patrol

Doom Patrol finally returns for the conclusion of season four. Max has announced that the final episodes of the series will air in October with the release of a new trailer and photos.

26 Sep 2023

[image: Superhero series Titans (2018) and Doom Patrol canceled by HBO Max]
Superhero series Titans (2018) and Doom Patrol canceled by HBO Max

The teams of both Titans (2018) and Doom Patrol are falling apart. Both superhero series have been canceled by HBO Max.

26 Jan 2023
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The Umbrella Academy
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9 votes

Titans (2018)
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The 100
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4 votes

The Flash (2014)
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Preacher
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3 votes

Buffy the Vampire Slayer
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.
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